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Abstract
Decades of seismological observations have highlighted the variability of foreshock oc-
currence prior to natural earthquakes, making thus difficult to track how earthquakes
start. Here, we report on three stick-slip experiments performed on cylindrical samples
of Indian metagabbro under upper crustal stress conditions (30-60 MPa). Acoustic
emission activity (AE) was continuously recorded by 8 calibrated acoustic sensors dur-
ing the experiments, and the seismological parameters (moment magnitude, corner
frequency and stress-drop) of the detected AEs were estimated. The scaling law be-
tween moment magnitude and corner frequency that characterizes natural earthquakes
also applies to the detected AEs (−8.8 ≤Mw ≤ −7). AE data were analysed in terms
of AE timing and locations, released moment via AEs and AE frequency-magnitude
distribution. These aforementioned features were interpreted with regard to fault sur-
faces roughness and microstructure, along fault slip and slip velocity. Precursory AE
activity is systemically detected during the pre-failure period, increases towards fail-
ure and is found to be driven by along fault slip velocity. Consistently for all three
experiments, the stacked AE sequences follow an inverse power law of the time to
failure. AEs moment magnitudes increase as shear-stress rises prior to stick-slip in-
stabilities, as manifested by b-value decrease. At the lowest stress condition, the fault
surface was characterized by an higher long wavelength roughness due to gouge parti-
cles accumulation, which constitutes an higher degree of fault strength heterogeneity.
Increasing fault strength heterogeneity results in larger generated AEs, smaller b-value
and higher coupling. Decreasing fault strength heterogeneity promotes, on average,
AEs migration towards zones where stick-slip events initiate. Overall, the seismic
component of the pre-failure phase differs by several orders of magnitude from the
aseismic component. Our observations suggest that, in this particular experimental
setting, precursory AE activity is predominantly triggered by the larger nucleation
phase of the upcoming stick-slip event which is an almost fully aseismic process.
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Abstract
Decades of seismological observations have highlighted the variability of foreshock oc-
currence prior to natural earthquakes, making thus difficult to track how earthquakes
start. Here, we report on three stick-slip experiments performed on cylindrical samples
of Indian metagabbro under upper crustal stress conditions (30-60 MPa). Acoustic
emission activity (AE) was continuously recorded by 8 calibrated acoustic sensors dur-
ing the experiments, and the seismological parameters (moment magnitude, corner
frequency and stress-drop) of the detected AEs were estimated. The scaling law be-
tween moment magnitude and corner frequency that characterizes natural earthquakes
also applies to the detected AEs (−8.8 ≤Mw ≤ −7). AE data were analysed in terms
of AE timing and locations, released moment via AEs and AE frequency-magnitude
distribution. These aforementioned features were interpreted with regard to fault sur-
faces roughness and microstructure, along fault slip and slip velocity. Precursory AE
activity is systemically detected during the pre-failure period, increases towards fail-
ure and is found to be driven by along fault slip velocity. Consistently for all three
experiments, the stacked AE sequences follow an inverse power law of the time to
failure. AEs moment magnitudes increase as shear-stress rises prior to stick-slip in-
stabilities, as manifested by b-value decrease. At the lowest stress condition, the fault
surface was characterized by an higher long wavelength roughness due to gouge parti-
cles accumulation, which constitutes an higher degree of fault strength heterogeneity.
Increasing fault strength heterogeneity results in larger generated AEs, smaller b-value
and higher coupling. Decreasing fault strength heterogeneity promotes, on average,
AEs migration towards zones where stick-slip events initiate. Overall, the seismic
component of the pre-failure phase differs by several orders of magnitude from the
aseismic component. Our observations suggest that, in this particular experimental
setting, precursory AE activity is predominantly triggered by the larger nucleation
phase of the upcoming stick-slip event which is an almost fully aseismic process.

1 Introduction

The term “foreshocks” refers to small earthquakes that would occur nearby in
time and space of a larger earthquake to come. (Papazachos, 1973) made the obser-
vation that when a sufficient number of foreshock sequences were synchronized to the
time of their respective main shock and then stacked, the seismicity rate increases
as an inverse power law of time when approaching the nucleation. This law, called
”the inverse Omori law”, had then provided a potential path to earthquake prediction.
Since that time, a lot of effort have been made to understand the driving forces of
foreshock occurrence.

Crustal earthquakes are dynamic instabilities which result from the weakening
of frictional properties of a seismogenic fault that has started to slip. The relation
between on-fault friction and slip provides the theoretical frame to understand how
earthquakes nucleate. Based on either slip weakening or rate-and-state friction laws,
theoretical (Ida, 1972; Campillo & Ionescu, 1997; Uenishi & Rice, 2003) and numerical
models (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Ampuero & Rubin, 2008) have demonstrated that
before propagating dynamically, slip initially develops on a localized, slowly growing
zone, which is defined as the nucleation zone. A large number of stick-slip experiments
have supported this conceptual view of earthquake nucleation, whether it is for experi-
ments conducted at low normal stress conditions on synthetic materials (Latour et al.,
2013; Nielsen et al., 2010) or on crustal rocks (Okubo & Dieterich, 1984; Ohnaka &
Kuwahara, 1990; Ohnaka, 2003; McLaskey & Kilgore, 2013; Fukuyama et al., 2018).

Although rupture nucleation is a process thought to be aseismic, laboratory fric-
tion experiments (Thompson et al., 2009; McLaskey & Lockner, 2014; Kwiatek et al.,
2014; Passelègue et al., 2017) have found the acoustic emission (AE) rate to be corre-
lated to aseismic slip propagation and have reinforced the possibility of earthquake
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forecasting. Experimental works have also investigated changes in the frequency-
magnitude distribution (i.e. the b-value of the Gutenberg-Richter slope) of AEs during
stick-slip cycles. When the shear stress increases and the rupture is developing, a sig-
nificant drop of the b-value has been reported, i.e. the ratio between large and small
AEs increases (W. Goebel et al., 2013; Rivière et al., 2018; Lei et al., 2018). This
was thought to be driven by accelerating slip before dynamic rupture propagation.
Consequently, this indicates that b-value changes could be used as a tool for seismic
hazard assessment. However, under the assumption that foreshocks only reflect nu-
cleation processes, it is necessary to constrain the length and time scales over which
earthquakes nucleate.

In the frame of rate-and-state friction laws, models that use laboratory derived
friction parameters predict that earthquakes nucleate on short time and space scales,
of the order of milliseconds and meters respectively (Lapusta & Rice, 2003; Kaneko
& Lapusta, 2008; Fang et al., 2010). This is a consequence of the characteristic slip
distance Dc (i.e. the length required for the friction to reach its residual value inferred
from rock friction experiments being of the order of 1-100 µm). In the former case,
detecting earthquakes nucleation from geodetic of seismological measurements would
likely be unreachable. On the other hand, seismological observations have suggested
that Dc should be scale dependent (Ide & Takeo, 1997; Olsen et al., 1997), of the
order of the centimeter at the scale of crustal earthquakes. The scaling of Dc has
been attributed to length scales inherent to the size of earthquakes such as long wave-
length roughness of fault zones (Ohnaka, 2003) or gouge thickness (Marone, 1998). If
we consider that the critical slip distance involved during coseismic slip is the same
that governs earthquake nucleation (Cocco et al., 2009), this would imply nucleation
processes to happen at much larger length and time scales.

At the scale of crustal earthquakes, numerous seismological observations have
reported on increasing foreshock activity preceding the occurrence of large earthquakes
(L. Jones & Molnar, 1976; Abercrombie & Mori, 1996; Bouchon et al., 2011; Kato &
Nakagawa, 2014). Foreshock activity preceding large subduction earthquakes has been
found to correlate with the occurrence of slow slip transients in the region close to the
hypocenter (Kato et al., 2012; Ruiz et al., 2014). When examining the occurrence of
foreshock sequences with respect to the geodynamic context, it has been demonstrated
that faults subject to high-slip rates produce more foreshock sequences (McGuire et
al., 2005; Bouchon et al., 2013). Moreover, compared with the ordinary seismicity,
foreshocks present singular characteristics such as migration and acceleration prior to
the mainshock (Marsan et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2016). Therefore, it has been argued
that foreshocks are a by-product of the larger nucleation of the upcoming mainshock.
However, because of the sparsity of the observations, the physical processes that govern
the occurrence of foreshocks are still controversial. For instance, statistical ETAS
models (Ogata, 1988; Helmstetter & Sornette, 2003b) are able to reproduce most
of the features attributed to foreshock sequences which was used as an argument to
suggest that foreshocks reflect stochastic rather than physical processes. One of the
underlying questions is whether or not earthquakes are preceded by a slow, emerging
nucleation phase before propagating dynamically or start as small instabilities that
may eventually grow bigger. These two opposite views are termed the ”preslip” and the
”cascade” models respectively (Ellsworth & Beroza, 1995; Beroza & Ellsworth, 1996).
In the latter scenario, the use of foreshocks as a predictive tool for the occurrence of
a larger earthquake would be compromised.

Here we report on precursory AE sequences during stick-slip experiments con-
ducted on metagabbro saw-cut samples and under crustal stress conditions (30, 45 and
60 MPa). The purpose of this study is to use generated precursory AEs as a proxy to in-
vestigate the dominant mechanisms that control foreshock dynamics. Using calibrated
acoustic sensors, AE seismological parameters (absolute moment magnitude, corner
frequency, source size and stress drop) are estimated. AE features such as magnitude-
frequency distribution, spatial distribution and temporal evolution towards failure are
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examined and interpreted with regard to along fault premonitory deformation, fault
surface roughness and post-experiment fault structure. At last, we rely on absolute
AE moment magnitudes to estimate the ratio between the seismic and the aseismic
components of the pre-failure phase.

2 Experimental set-up and methodology.

Here, we describe the experimental set-up that we used to produce stick-slip
events (SSEs) and the methods used to analyse and process the data.

2.1 Tri-axial press and external measurements.

Stick-slip experiments were conducted on saw-cut samples of Indian metagabbro
under tri-axial conditions. The tri-axial apparatus used is described in details in the
supplementary materials (text and figure S1). Saw cut samples were axially loaded at
constant strain rate of about 4.10−6 (about 0.02 MPa/s). Pressure sensors positioned
outside of the cell allowed us to measure the axial stress and the confining pressure
from which we calculated the average macroscopic shear stress, the macroscopic normal
stress and the friction coefficient acting onto the fault plane (text S1). Displacement
was measured by a LVDT at the top of the axial piston and thus includes the elastic
shortening of the whole system (i.e. apparatus + sample). Along fault displacement
was calculated by correcting the overall displacement from the elastic shortening of
the axial piston and the sample (text S1). Stresses and displacement were measured
at 10 Hz sampling rate with respectively ± 0.001 MPa resolution and ± 0.1 µm of
resolution.

2.2 Acoustic recording system.

The acoustic wave-field was continuously recorded at 10 MHz sampling rate by
8 acoustic sensors (figure S2). AEs were detected within the continuous acoustic
waveforms (text S2, supp. mat.). Note that we opted to position all the acoustic
sensors on the same half of the sample so their relative positions do not change with
cumulative displacement. Acoustic signals were amplified at 45 dB, i.e. by a factor of
about 177. This allowed us for recording the microseismicity close to the noise level.
Local strain measurements were also continuously measured at 10 MHz sampling rate
by 8 single component strain gauges located on both sides of the fault. It should be
noted that here we only focus on acoustic measurements, strain gauges data will be
further analyzed in a future study.

2.3 AE source localization.

AEs locations were inverted according to first P-wave arrivals (Text S3, supp.
mat.). We made the assumption that all AEs came from the fault (i.e. 2-D grid search)
which seems a reasonable assumption given that (i) by localizing the AEs with a 3-D
grid search, we found that AE locations align with the fault plane and (ii) we often
observed positive and negative first P-wave polarities (except for AEs located at one
edge of the fault plane) which indicates double-couple seismic sources. The smallest
AEs could not be located due to their first P-wave arrivals really close to the noise
level and not easily distinguishable. The location procedure was thus restricted to AEs
with sufficiently high-amplitude and impulsive first P-wave arrivals.

2.4 Acoustic sensors calibration.

Waveforms recorded by an uncalibrated acoustic sensor have a unit of voltage
and part of the information reflects sensor’s sensitivity. Therefore, estimating AE
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seismological parameters requires acoustic sensor calibration. Acoustic sensor cali-
bration aims to obtain acoustic sensor’s sensitivity function that can be used (i) to
convert voltage measurement into absolute measurements (displacement, velocity or
acceleration) and (ii) to correct for variations of sensor’s sensitivity with frequency.
In what follows we briefly describe the methodology to calibrate the acoustic sensor’s
and the principal results obtained. A detailed description of the methodology and the
experimental set-up is given in the supplementary material (figure S1, text s1).

The sensitivity function of the acoustic sensors was obtained by laser interfer-
ometry. Outside of the cell, we affixed a broadband transducer to the center of the
simulated fault surface (figure s1). Then a step voltage was applied to the broadband
transducer and vibration of the opposite surface of the sample was measurement by
one of the acoustic sensor used in the experiments. Then the acoustic sensor was
removed and surface vibration (i.e. at the same location) was recorded by a Laser
Doppler Vibrometer which was set to measure particle velocity with a flat instrumen-
tal response from 0 to 2.5 MHz. The sensitivity function of the acoustic sensor Ia(f)
was obtained in frequency domain by deconvolution of the waveform recorded by the
acoustic sensor Sa(f) out of the waveform recorded by the LDV Sv(f):

Ia(f) =
Sa(f)

Sv(f)
(1)

Therefore Ia(f) acts as a transfer function and can be used to convert the wave-
forms Sa(f) recorded by the acoustic sensors into particle velocity measurements Sc(f),
such as (in frequency domain):

Sc(f) =
Sa(f)

Ia(f)
(2)

Since we expected AEs to have variable moment magnitudes and source duration
we examined the variability of the acoustic sensors sensitivity function with the size of
the source, its amplitude and its duration. Two types of broadband acoustic transduc-
ers (namely, V109-rm and M110-sm), designed by the Olympus company, were used
as a source. Both transducers had a similar central frequency of 5 MHz but differed
by their size: the transducer V109-RM has a nominal element size of 13 mm while
M110-RM has a nominal element size of 6 mm (see supp. mat.). Figure 2 summarizes
the calibration results that we obtained. The calibration curves were obtained for two
input voltages, 40 V and 200 V and for three source durations, 2 µs, 1 µs and 0.5
µs (i.e. 0.5MHz, 1 MHz and 2 MHz). For the same type of source, we observed
no significant differences with respect to the amplitude and the duration of the input
voltage. All calibration curves almost collapse (Figures 2a, b). Figure 2c, displays
the sensitivity function averaged over all input voltages and source durations for both
transducers. In both case, it is clear that the sensitivity of the acoustic sensors shows
non linearity, with a wide resonance band between about 1.2 and 2.2 MHz. This
might be related to the specific properties of the PZT ceramics. Above 1 MHz, wave-
lengths are of the order of few millimeters which lies in the range of the length scales
that characterize the acoustic sensor casing. This could also induce strong sensitivity
variations at high-frequency. Although the sensitivity functions are quite similar up
to 1 MHz, some differences emerge when increasing frequency. In the case of the
larger source, V109-rm, the resonance band is narrower and the sensitivity function
decreases to a lower value after the maximum peak. A larger source size is equivalent
to the multiple point source scenario that would generate waves at the same time.
This might reduce the curvature of the wavefronts and induce negative interferences
with increasing frequency. Although AE sources can be of different sizes, we posit that
the synchronized multiple source point scenario is unlikely. For this reason we chose
to use the sensitivity function obtained in the case of the smaller source, M110-sm.
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2.5 Inversion of AE paramameters

Seismic parameters estimation relies on the analysis of displacement spectra to
estimate the absolute magnitude of the source, its size and stress-drop. Seismological
parameters were obtained based on S-wave displacement spectra since we expect that
most of the energy comes from S-waves.

Acoustic waveforms were analysed within a 27.5 µs time window occuring 2.5
µs before the theoretical S-wave arrival times. The energy contained between the be-
ginning of the selected time-window and the S-wave arrival was damped with a ramp
function to reduce energy related to P-waves. The selected time window was then
rescaled to a 50 µs time window centered to the theoretical S-wave arrival and multi-
plied by a von Hann window (Figure 4 b.). This allows us to lower energy contributions
coming from reflections and surface waves. We obtained S-wave displacement spectra
Ωs(f) by first averaging over all acoustic sensors the spectra corrected by deconvo-
lution with the estimated sensitivity function Ia(f). The final displacement spectra
were then obtained by integration in frequency domain. This takes the form:

Ωs(f) =

∑K
k=1 S

as
k (f)

K.Ia(f)
.

1

2πf
(3)

where K corresponds to the total number of acoustic sensors and Sask (f) to the
spectrum of the k′th acoustic waveform. The next step was to fit the S-wave displace-
ment spectra with a Brune model corrected for attenuation. The S-wave displacement
specta Ωs(f) were modelled as:

Ωs(f) = Ω0 exp(−πft/Q) .
1

1 + (f/fc)2
(4)

where Ω0 is the long period spectral plateau, t is the averaged S-wave travel time,
Q the attenuation factor and fc the corner frequency. Ω0, fc and Q were estimated by
performing a grid search over the three parameters. Here, Q is an important parameter
because it controls the high-frequency decay together with the corner frequency fc.
Therefore, to avoid significant trade-offs between Q and fc we limited Q search from
30 to 50 based on values found in the literature (Goldberg et al., 1992; Liu & Ahrens,
1997; Yoshimitsu et al., 2014). Search ranges were from 10−18 to 10−15 m.s for Ω0 and
100 kHz to 2.5 MHz for fc. The seismic moment was computed from Ω0 according
to:

M0 =
4.π.ρ.Cs.R.Ω0

Λθ,φ
(5)

where ρ is the density, Cs the shear wave velocity, R the averaged distance and
Λθ,φ the averaged S wave radiation pattern (0.63, (Aki & Richards, 2002)). From M0

we obtained the absolute moment magnitude as:

Mw = (log10(M0)− 9.1)/1.5 (6)

Assuming the circular crack model of Madariaga (Madariaga, 1976), the radius of the
seismic source is calculated from fc such as:

r =
0.21.Cs
fc

(7)

Finally, the stress drop ∆σ was computed as a function of the seismic moment and
the radius of the source as (Eshelby, 1957):

∆σ =
7M0

16r3
(8)
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Figure 4a displays an example of fitted displacement spectra for two events of magni-
tudes Mw−7.7 and Mw−8.6 and the associated waveforms. Corner frequencies were
found to be 0.88 MHz and 1.5 MHz, respectively, which yields source radius of the
order of 0.8 mm and 0.45 mm respectively. Estimated stress drops are approximately
0.75 MPa for the Mw -8.6 event and 3.35 MPa for the Mw -7.7 which is in the range
of those observed for natural earthquakes. The absence of the resonance band in the
displacement spectra (Figure 4a) confirms in part that the sensitivity function was
well estimated.

3 Results

For the sake of clarity we explain here the next term that will come up frequently
in what follows: ”Normalized time to failure”. The normalized to failure refers to the
time prior to failure divided by the total duration of loading.

3.1 Mechanical data

Three experiments were performed at varying confining pressures, Pc: 30, 45
and 60 MPa. Figures 5a, b and c display the evolution of shear-stress, along fault
cumulative displacement and AE rate at Pc = 30, 45 and 60 MPa respectively.

At Pc = 30 MPa (Figure 5a) we have reproduced a sequence of 55 SSEs. The
first one occurred when the macroscopic shear-stress was about 22 MPa, this equates
to a static friction coefficient of 0.5. The associated coseismic displacement was 31
µm. From the beginning to the end of the experiment, the maximum shear-stress (i.e.
the shear stress at the time of the rupture) has increased from 22 to 36 MPa which
corresponds to an increase of the static friction coefficient from 0.5 to 0.7. Although
the static friction coefficient continuously increased with successive SSEs, it started
to stabilize after approximately 5 mm of cumulative displacement. At the beginning
of the experiment we recorded only a few AEs in the last second prior to dynamic
rupture propagation. This can be observed by the relatively low acoustic activity that
only arises close to stick-slip instabilities. Then, up the to the end of the experiment,
the acoustic activity intensified. One interesting feature is that the acoustic activity
started to occur earlier but at a lower rate when the static friction coefficient started
to stabilize.

At Pc = 45 MPa (Figure 5b) we have reproduced a sequence of 29 SSEs. The
mechanical behavior of the rock specimen has shown some similarities with the one at
Pc = 30 MPa. The first SSE occurred at relatively low stress conditions, when the
shear stress was about 32 MPa which corresponds to a static friction coefficient of
0.5. The corresponding coseismic displacement was 58 µm. Then the maximum shear
stress has increased from 32 to 51 MPa which equates to an increase of the static
friction coefficient from 0.5 to 0.68. Quite remarkably, similarly to the experiment at
Pc = 30 MPa the static coefficient of friction has approximately stabilized after 5 mm
of cumulative displacement. Regarding the acoustic activity, the AE rate has rapidly
increased with the successive stick-slip cycles. However a noticeable difference with
the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa is that the AEs remained concentrated in
the last 2-3 seconds prior to stick-slip instabilities.

At Pc = 60 MPa (Figure 5c) we have reproduced a sequence of 13 SSEs. The
mechanical behavior of the sample has shown significant differences with the experi-
ments at Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa. The first SSE happened when the shear
stress reached 64 MPa and the static friction coefficient 0.65. The corresponding co-
seismic slip was 184 µm. After the first SSE, the static friction coefficient oscillated
between 0.65 and 0.72 and was almost constant for the last 5 SSEs. The AE rate has
largely fluctuated from the beginning to the end of the experiment. Prior to particular
SSEs (SSEs 9 and 13 for instance) we recorded intense bursts of AEs while for other
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SSEs the AEs rate preceding failure remained low (SSEs 11, 12 and 13). AEs mostly
happened during the last 1-2 seconds prior to failure.

3.2 AEs distribution

Figure 6 displays the number of precursory AEs recorded (left) and the total AE
moment release (right) per SSE. The total AE moment that we show here is likely to
be underestimated for particular SSEs because acoustic sensor recordings started to
saturate for moment magnitudes Mw higher than -7, although for such a magnitude
we usually observed that only few acoustic sensors were saturating. Star symbols mark
the SSEs prior to which we recorded at least one AE with moment magnitude Mw
higher than -7 (in total, 23 at Pc = 30 MPa, 5 at Pc = 45 MPa and 2 at Pc = 60
MPa).

The total number of AEs recorded during the experiments is 905, 380 and 185
for respectively Pc = 30, 45 and 60 MPa. This equates to an average number of AEs
per SSE of about 17, 13 and 14 respectively. As we could have expected according to
the AE rate presented in figure 5, the number of AEs per stick-slip cycle fluctuates
somewhat but tends to increase with the successive SSEs although it is less significant
at Pc = 60 MPa. The maximum number of precursory AEs within one sequence
(i.e. for one SSE) that we recorded is 48, 31 and 46 at Pc = 30, 45 and 60 MPa
respectively.

The total AE moment per SSE depicts a different picture. A common feature
to all the experiments is that the seismic energy released can largely vary from one
precursory AEs sequence to another. At the early stage of the experiments conducted
at Pc = 30 and 45 MPa we only recorded small AEs, which corresponds to the
periods during which the static friction coefficient on the fault increased relatively fast.
Then, we recorded oscillations between low and high energy AE sequences. During
the experiment conducted at Pc = 60 MPa the seismic energy released onto the fault
prior to stick-slip instabilities was slightly more stable (for instance from SSE 8 to SSE
12) but has shown significant variations as well.

A notable feature is that we recorded more large AEs during the experiment
conducted at Pc = 30 MPa compared to Pc = 45 and 60 MPa (note that for
visualization, the axis of the total AE moment release is different at Pc = 30 MPa).
The maximum precursory AE moment release that we estimated for a single sequence
was 0.8 N.m at Pc = 30 MPa and 0.18 N.m at both Pc = 45 and 60 MPa. We recall
that these values are lower bounds due to the saturation of acoustic sensors.

Figure 7 shows the frequency-magnitude distributions of the recorded AEs (blue,
red and black circles correspond to Pc = 30, 45 and 60 MPa respectively). The colored
circles indicate the cumulative Gutenberg-Richter (G-R) distribution of the estimated
AEs magnitudes and the bar plots display their distribution into 0.1 magnitude interval
bins. We estimated that the magnitude of completeness Mc was close to Mw = −8.7.
Mc might vary a little depending on the confining pressure (for instance between
Pc = 30 and Pc = 45 MPa) but it is not significant given that the typical error in
magnitude estimation was 0.1. The black arrows indicate the upper limit magnitude
(Mw = −7) beyond which acoustic sensors started to saturate. The estimated moment
magnitudes Mw went beyond Mw = −7 for 71 AEs during the experiment conducted
at Pc = 30 MPa , for 6 AEs at Pc = 45 MPa and for 5 AEs at Pc = 60 MPa. As
mentioned earlier, we found from visual inspection that not all acoustic sensors were
saturating for AEs with Mw ≈ −7. Moreover, acoustic waveforms were saturating only
for a short period (10 µs typically).Therefore we believe that close to this upper limit
magnitude, our estimations are not significantly biased. However, beyond Mw = −6.8
almost all acoustic sensors were saturating over a large portion of the signal, which
in the former case unambiguously indicates a significantly larger moment magnitude.
Such a case only happened during the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa, for 21
AEs.
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Using Mc = −8.7 we estimated the G-R b-value based on the Aki-Utsu maximum
likelihood method (Aki, 1965; Utsu 1965). The best fits we obtained are given by the
black dashed lines and are b = 0.57 ± 0.02, b = 0.65 ± 0.03 and b = 0.66 ± 0.04 at
Pc = 30, 45 and 60 MPa respectively. The experiments conducted at Pc = 45 MPa
and Pc = 60 MPa show a similar AEs G-R distribution with a net decrease of the
number of AEs beyond Mw − 7.6. This is in sharp contrast with the experiment
conducted Pc = 30 MPa which is characterized by a significant larger number of AEs
beyond Mw − 7.6. Quite remarkably, at Pc = 30 MPa the AEs G-R distribution
tends to follow a double distribution.

3.3 AE and stick-slip nucleation locations

Figure 8 displays on the left the photographs of the simulated faults after the
experiments. AE (circles) and stick-slip nucleation (stars) locations onto the fault
planes are shown at the center and on the right respectively. The colorscale refers to
the SSE index. The size of the circles was set according to the estimated moment
magnitudes. Assuming a circular source shape, the typical source sizes for a Mw = −7
AE and for a Mw = −8 AE are about 3 mm and 1 mm respectively. Only the AEs for
which the residual times were less than 0.3 µs (which equates to 2-3 mm of location
accuracy) are shown. Therefore large AEs are over represented on the figure.

The fault surface at Pc = 30 MPa is the one that presents the largest amount
of gouge particles. Gouge particles have aggregated into patches of various sizes,
as illustrated by the white patterns elongated in the direction of sliding. The gouge
particle clusters tend to concentrate in the middle of the fault and have a characteristic
size in the order of few millimeters. It should be noted that we looked at the other
surface condition and both surfaces were symmetrical. Therefore, zones without gouge
particles are not due to gouge removal when the two pieces of the rock specimen were
separated after the experiments. AEs correlate well with areas where gouge particles
are concentrated. However, there are zones covered with gouge particles where no
AEs were detected (for instance on the area on the top part of the fault). Quite
remarkably, we can observe that SSEs nucleated in the same area at the early stage
of the experiment and then migrated to another region. An easily observable feature
is that the SSEs at the last stage of the experiment (warm colors) tend to nucleate at
the edges of the areas where most of the precursory AE moment was released.

The simulated fault at Pc = 45 MPa presents less gouge particles compared to
the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa. We still observe patches where gouge
particles concentrate but these are more heterogeneously distributed on the fault.
Similarly to the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa there are areas covered by
gouge particles where few or no AEs were detected (for instance, on the lower edge
of the fault on the left). Because there are less AEs here, it is easier to observe that
their locations mirror fairly well the geometry of the areas covered by gouge particles.
In the same way than the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa, SSEs nucleation
migrated over time (from the left edge of the fault plane to the right edge). We can
observe as well that SSEs do not necessarily nucleate where most of the AE activity
is concentrated.

At Pc = 60 MPa, gouge particles are homogeneously distributed over the fault
surface. Unlike the other two experiments, we no longer observe patches of gouge
particles. AEs tend to locate in a reduced region of the fault surface with respect to
the other two experiments. In that case, we can observe migration of the AE activity
(from the left to the right) with the successive ruptures, which seems roughly correlated
with SSEs nucleation locations.
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3.4 Microstructural analysis

Figure 9 displays the post-mortem fault surfaces observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The large scale view of the fault surfaces at Pc = 30 MPa and
Pc = 45 MPa (Figures 9b and d respectively) reveals highly damages zones with a
large quantity of generated gouge particles that cluster into patches. Gouge particles
present a typical size ranging from less than 1 µm to few µm (Figure 9a) and cover
topographic highs with size of the order of few tens of µm (Figure 9b) that we might
interpret as small scales asperities. The enlarged view of the fault surface at Pc = 60
MPa (Figure 9f) also reveals fine gouge particles production but the latter are not
aggregated but rather homogeneously distributed on top of stretched and elongated
surfaces in the direction of sliding. Zooming on the fault surface at Pc = 60 MPa
(Figure 9e) allows us to observe stringy microstructures that contain gas bubbles. This
suggests partial melting of the fault surface during slip. The micro-crack that crosses
the residual melt results likely to the rapid cooling following melting. We can observe
that a fraction of the small gouge particles is trapped into the melt. At Pc = 45
MPa the fault surface displays elongated patterns in the direction of sliding as well
(Figure 9d) which presupposes that fault surface temperature has nearly reached the
melting point. At smaller scale (Figure 9c), the fault surface has compacted and flatten
microstructures that align with the direction of slip which we interpret as markers of
plastic deformation processes.

3.5 Fault surface roughness analysis

Fault surfaces roughness were accurately measured over 15 mm x 30 mm surfaces
using a laser profilometer with 0.05 µm of vertical resolution (Figures 10a, b and c
at Pc = 30, 45 and 60 MPa respectively) and ≈ 20 µm of horizontal resolution.
Note that due to a light contrast issue, surface elevation measurement failed for a
fraction of the sampled surface at Pc = 30 MPa (indicated in light grey). Elevations
range from about -25 to 25 µm. At the lowest confining pressure we can observe
coarse topographic highs (red colors) elongated in the direction of slip. These large
and rough asperities likely correspond to gouge material accumulation with slip. The
bigger one that we can see (at the bottom left) is about 2 mm thick, 5 mm long and
25 µm high. Compared to the other two experiments, no marker of the coseismic
displacement is easily identifiable at Pc = 60 MPa, which is likely due to partial
melting of the fault during rapid slip episodes. At the intermediate confining pressure
Pc = 45 MPa, striations of the fault surface likely formed by mechanical abrasion
have been preserved and reveal a flattened surface. At that scale it can clearly be seen
that fault surfaces roughness at Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa are similar and less
rough compared to the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa.

We quantified fault surface roughness by means of the Hurst exponent H (also
called roughness coefficient). To estimate H, we compute the Fourier power spectrum
for each individual parallel profiles I(k) perpendicularly and parallel to the slip direc-
tion as a function of the wavenumber k. Then we compute the average spectrum P (k)
(Figures 10d and e) of the whole surface in both directions (i.e., perpendicular and
parallel to the slip direction) by stacking the individual Fourier transforms such as:

P (k) =

n=N∑
n=1

In(k) (9)

where N is the total number of 1-D profiles. This ensures to lower the noise contained
in 1-D individual profiles. For a self-affine 1-D profile, the Hurst exponent ranges
between 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 and P (k) is related to H according to the following power law:
P (k) ∝ k−1−2H . For a self-affine (i.e. fractal) 1-D profil, the roughness r will increase
with the length of the profile l such as r ∝ lH .
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A common feature to all the experiments is that fault surfaces roughness are
similar both in terms of shape and amplitudes along the perpendicular and the parallel
directions of sliding. This implies quasi-isotropic fault surfaces roughness and contrasts
with what is observed in the case of natural faults. A large majority of natural faults
are characterized by anisotropic self-affine surfaces (Candela et al., 2009). Although
the Hurst exponents vary in the range [0.4 - 0.9], H is found to be around 0.6 along
the direction of sliding, and around 0.8 in the direction perpendicular to the sliding
direction. We may assume that the initially smooth fault surfaces in our experiments
prevent fault surface roughness anisotropy from developing. Another possibility is that
additional rapid slip episodes would have been required for fault surface roughness to
become anisotropic. It is noteworthy that isotropic roughness also implies that gouge
particles produced during slip are not only transported along the direction of slip but
also perpendicular to it.

We found that for wavenumbers k less than 4 × 103 m−1 (≈ 0.25 mm), fault
surfaces roughness are characterized by a similar Hurst exponent H close to 0.4 which
is rather low compared to what is typically found for natural fault but is a lower
bound. A low Hurst exponent as opposed to a high Hurst exponent has the primary
physical meaning that the ratio of roughness amplitude at long and short wavelengths
is smaller which in the case of our experiments may be intrinsically related to fault
surface preparation. The topography at long wavelength is necessarily damped to
ensure an homogeneous contact between the two parts of the sample. However, to
ensure a minimum of cohesion, fault surfaces are lapped with a fine-grained abrasive
paper (#120 grit paper in this case, average particle diameter of about 125 µm), which,
in turns, produces small wavelength topography.

It can be clearly observed that fault surfaces roughness are nearly identical at
Pc = 45 and Pc = 60 MPa. Compared to the other two experiments, at Pc = 30 MPa
the long wavelength roughness, inherited from gouge particles accumulation, emerges
for wavenumbers k less than about 4×103 m−1 (≈ 0.25 mm). It can be clearly observed
that Fourier power spectra of fault surfaces topography share significant similarities
with AEs G-R distribution. For moment magnitudes Mw larger than about -7.6, the
G-R slope rapidly drops at Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa but is unchanged at
Pc = 30 MPa. This could be the reciprocal of the decrease in roughness amplitudes
for wavelengths higher than about 0.25 mm (k ≈ 4× 103 m−1 ) observed at Pc = 45
MPa and Pc = 60 MPa. We can speculate onto the fact that AEs G-R distribution
mirrors fault surface roughness. This is intriguing but would require more quantitative
analysis to be validated.

4 Statistics of the nucleation phase

4.1 Evolution of precursory AE activity towards nucleation

Figures 11a, b and c display the cumulative AE moment release and the temporal
variations of b-value as a function of normalized time to failure at Pc = 30 MPa,
Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively. Note that for each experiment, all
AE sequences were stacked. b-values were estimated for three different time intervals
which were selected in order to contain a similar number of AEs. To ensure that no
bias would be introduced due to AEs saturation, b-values were computed either by
taking into account all AEs (diamond symbols) or by removing AEs with Mw > −7
(square symbols). Including or not the AEs that have saturated impacts only the
absolute value of b but not its temporal variation.

Hereafter, we discuss on b-value variations for the complete AE catalogs (i.e.
that includes all magnitudes). At Pc = 30 MPa we estimate that the b-value is about
0.68 ± 0.02 up to (on average) ≈ 3 seconds prior to failure. Then the b-value drops
rapidly to an almost constant level: 0.49 ± 0.02 and 0.52 ± 0.02. At Pc = 45 MPa the
b-value is close to 0.7 ± 0.04 up to ≈ 2.5 s prior to failure and then drops to 0.54 ± 0.04
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and 0.59 ± 0.04. For both experiments, b-value increases slightly in the last tenths of
a second but this lies into the range of uncertainties. b-value temporal variations prior
to failure are more complicated to analyse for the experiment conducted at Pc = 60
MPa for two reasons (i) the large uncertainties and (ii) about 90 % of the AEs were
recorded in the last 3 seconds prior to failure which lowers considerably the temporal
resolution of b-value variations during stick-slip cycles. In comparison about 30 % and
25% of the total number of AEs were generated before entering the last 3 seconds prior
to failure at Pc = 30 and Pc = 45 MPa respectively. However, unlike the other two
experiments the b-value is initially low, close to 0.61 ±0.06. In the last second prior to
failure the b-value returns to a fairly high value, about 0.76 ± 0.08 and then decreases
again to 0.67 ± 0.05.

Temporal variation in b-value prior to failure has been well documented during
fracture experiments conducted on intact rock samples (Scholz, 1968b) and during rock
friction experiments (Goebel et al., 2012; Kwiatek et al., 2014; Rivière et al., 2018).
Fracture experiments on intact samples show that b-value and differential stress are
anticorrelated, which takes its origin in the formation and the coalescence of microfrac-
tures. Such a process causes a large number of AEs to be generated and a smooth
and accelerating drop of b-value up to the time of failure. Decrease in b-value towards
failure has also been documented preceding large subduction earthquakes (Suyehiro,
1966; Enescu & Ito, 2001; Nanjo et al., 2012; Tormann et al., 2015). However, fore-
shocks that precede large earthquakes occur on time scales from hours to years. Long
term variations of b-value are usually attributed to stress accumulation or partial stress
release while short term variations are related to the mainshock nucleation. Based on
the two experiments conducted at Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa we can at least
say that large AEs rapidly grow in the last seconds preceding failure. The rapid drop
of b-value prior to stick-slip instabilities better suggests rapid weakening of the fault
interface in a short interval of time close to failure.

4.2 Precursory AEs dynamics and fault maturation

Figures 12a ,b and c compare the along fault displacement, the along fault ve-
locity, the cumulative number of AEs and the cumulative AE moment release with
respect to time to failure at Pc = 30 MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respec-
tively. Each quantity is normalized by its maximum value at the time of failure. Here
again, all AE sequences are stacked to bring out a general trend. The grey shaded
area indicates the range of uncertainty for the cumulative AE moment release. Figures
12d, e and f show the cumulative precursory AE activity per SSE at Pc = 30 MPa,
Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively . Cumulative precursory AE activity
is normalized by its final value and is plotted against normalized time to failure. The
colorscale refers to the SSE index and the black curves result from the stacking of
all AE sequences. Note that for visual inspection, not all AE sequences are shown at
Pc = 30 MPa (Figure 12d) and at Pc = 45 MPa (Figure 12e).

Consistently with previous experimental studies (McLaskey & Lockner, 2014;
Passelègue et al., 2017), we have always observed that the displacement onto the fault
accelerates preceding failure. However, although along fault slip is required to generate
AEs, both the number of AEs and the AE moment rather appear to correlate with the
slip rate onto the fault. This is particularly well illustrated in the last seconds prior to
failure during which AE moment release and along fault slip velocity almost collapse.
Nevertheless, there are notable differences between the experiments, both in terms of
AE moment release and mechanical behavior of fault surfaces. The cumulative AE
moment release exhibits the smoothest behavior at Pc = 30 MPa. Seismic energy is
continuously radiated from the fault but in a delayed fashion with respect to the slip
rate. For instance, between about -15 s and -5 s, the slip rate linearly increases with
time while the AE moment release remains low. These features can be retrieved for the
experiments conducted at Pc = 45 MPa. The AE moment release follows the fault slip
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rate but is delayed and starts to intensify only once the fault accelerates. In the same
way than the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa, the slip rate increases linearly
before accelerating (between about -5 and -2 s prior to failure). However, compared to
the experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa, the slip rate onto the fault and the AE
moment release increase later prior to stick-slip instabilities and at higher rate. The
picture depicted by the experiment conducted at Pc = 60 MPa is somewhat different.
Although we observe a clear correlation between the fault slip velocity and the AE
moment release, the seismic energy is not released continuously, but rather in bursts.
For instance, the two largest AEs that were recorded (Mw > −6.9) occured about -17 s
and -5 s prior to failure, while the fault had not accelerated yet. This case is not limited
to the experiment conducted at Pc = 60 MPa and also occurred at Pc = 30 MPa
and Pc = 45 MPa. Even at the small scale of the experiments presented here, stress
and thus strain are not homogeneously released during coseismic displacement. Bursts
of AE activity that occur without external forcing such as slip acceleration might
reflect the brittle failure of small patches where residual stress accumulated. Also, the
stacking procedure inherently smooths the variability of precursory AE sequences. It
is likely that bursts of AE activity would have been smoothed if a larger number of
AE sequences would have been stacked together at Pc = 60 MPa.

AEs may reflect the brittle destruction of fault surface topography or may occur
when stress applied onto the fault exceeds the strength of local brittle fault patches.
For sufficiently large AEs (Mw > −8.6) we often observed positive and negative first
P-wave arrivals which implies that most of the moment release is deviatoric. Accord-
ing to the similarity between fault slip velocity and cumulative AE moment release,
we posit that precursory AEs highlight the rupture of locked portions of the fault em-
bedded in and loaded by an aseismically slipping larger portion. Similar observations
have been reported in larger scale experiments (McLaskey & Kilgore, 2013). This is
also consistent with observations at the scale of crustal faults. Bouchon et al. (2013)
showed that foreshock sequences were more common for interplate than for intraplate
earthquakes due to facilitating slow slip phase at plate boundaries. Similarly, McGuire
et al. (2005) have observed that oceanic transform faults with relatively high-slip rates
were producing more foreshock sequences. However, the susceptibility of a fault to
produce foreshocks will depend at first order of its degree of heterogeneity.

The experiment conducted at Pc = 30 MPa gives the clearest example of what
we would call ”fault maturation” (Figure 12d). At the early stage of the experiment,
most of the AE activity remain concentrated close to failure, but with the successive
ruptures, precursory AE activity increases in number and occurs earlier during load-
ing. Summing all AE sequences results in a smooth increase of the cumulative number
of AEs as previously described. These characteristics can be approximately retrieved
at the intermediate confining pressure, Pc = 45 MPa (Figure 12e) but not at Pc = 60
MPa (Figure 12f). During this experiment, AEs occur later which results in a sharper
acceleration of the cumulative number of AEs towards failure. A noticeable difference
at Pc = 60 MPa lies in the absence of AEs early during loading. On the other hand,
the experiment conducted at Pc = 60 MPa is the only one for which the first sequence
of AEs has released a comparable amount of seismic energy with respect to the ones
that followed. At Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa, the AE moment release prior
to failure started to significantly increase after 10 stick-slip cycles. However, when
averaging over all AE sequences, the experiments conducted at Pc = 45 MPa and
Pc = 60 MPa are characterized by a similar AE frequency-magnitude distribution.
Conversely, significantly more large AEs were generated during the experiment con-
ducted at Pc = 30 MPa. In the following, we attempt to rely on microstructural and
fault surface roughness analysis to explain the similarities and differences of AE timing
and moment release.

Fault strength heterogeneity arises, in part, from multiscale roughness and spatial
variations of fault rheology. Compared to the other two experiments, large asperities
were formed by mechanical abrasion of the fault surface at Pc = 30 MPa which
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increased the level of fault strength heterogeneity in terms of stress concentration
and frictional resistance and which, consequently, provided the necessary conditions
to generate large AEs. At Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa, same fault surface
roughness produce similar AEs. We can argue that fault surfaces were more scrubbed
at Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa because of either thermally activated plastic
deformation processes or partial melting. It is noteworthy that for the experiments
conducted at Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa the average amount of pre-slip was
quite similar (about 9 µm) and larger than the one for the experiment conducted at
Pc = 30 MPa ( about 6 µm). This is probably caused by the organized large scale
roughness resisting slip (Schaff et al., 2002) that has developed at Pc = 30 MPa.

However, almost no large AEs were produced at the early stage of the experiments
conducted at Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa. Let us take a step back to the
mechanical data. At Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa, the first SSE happened at
particularly low stress conditions, when the average normal stress σn onto the fault
was about 43 MPa and 65 MPa respectively resulting in coseismic displacements of
31 µm and 59 µm. In comparison, at Pc = 60 MPa the first SSE occurred when
the normal stress acting onto the fault was about 98 MPa resulting in a coseismic
displacement of 184 µm. Slip during the first SSE at Pc = 60 MPa probably produced
fine gouge or accentuated topographic heterogeneities that effectively increased the
roughness and promoted the generation of relatively large AEs prior to the subsequent
SSE. Therefore, the fault was already ”mature”. At the other two confining pressure
conditions, more SSEs were required to increase the roughness due to smaller coseismic
displacements and lower normal stress conditions. Once a sufficient amount of gouge
particles or topographic heterogeneities were produced, both the number of AEs and
the AE moment release started to intensify.

Finally, the absence of AEs far from failure at Pc = 60MPa may be related to
the spatial distribution of gouge particles and their interactions with the underlying
surface. AEs that happen early during loading are considerably small, which causes
the high b-values far from failure at Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa. We interpret
these small AEs as either micro-shear events or buckling of a force chain in a com-
pacted gouge layer (Mair et al., 2002; Hartley & Behringer, 2003). Thus, these small
AEs cannot be generated at Pc = 60 MPa because of either the homogeneous distri-
bution of gouge particles onto the fault or due to the fact that a significant fraction
of gouge particles is trapped into the melt. However, another possibility is that small
AEs that happen early during loading at Pc = 30 MPa and Pc = 45 MPa reflect
microfracturing processes promoted by the damage accumulation with cumulative slip.

4.3 Spatial distribution of precursory AEs

Here we look at the evolution of the precursory AEs spatial distribution towards
failure. In what follows, ”nucleation” refers to the location on the fault surface where
SSEs initiated and was estimated according to first p-wave arrivals. SSEs whose nu-
cleation sites were poorly constrained (less than about 2-3 mm) are not shown here.
Figures 13a, b and c display the distance to nucleation (i.e. where SSEs initiated)
of the precursory AEs as a function of normalized time to failure at Pc = 30 MPa,
Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively. Cyan triangles indicate the average dis-
tance to nucleation and its standard deviation computed into 10 evenly log-distributed
time bins. To the left is displayed the AEs distribution as a function of distance to
nucleation. Note that, AEs located with more than 0.3 µs travel time residuals (about
2-3 mm of location accuracy) were disregarded. At the lowest confining pressure,
Pc = 30 MPa, nothing indicates on spatial migration of the precursory AEs towards
nucleation. Precursory AEs remain randomly distributed over the fault surface up to
the time of failure. Most of the precursory AEs occurred at larger distances than 20
mm relative to where SSEs initiated. However, the randomness of AEs spatial distri-
bution tends to decrease with increasing stress conditions. At the highest confining
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pressure, Pc = 60 MPa, the majority of the AEs occurred on a more localized portion
of the fault surface, within 10 to 15 mm relative to where SSEs initiated. In that case,
precursory AEs do not occur randomly on the fault surface but migrate, on average,
towards where SSEs initiated.

The precursory AEs spatial distribution yields relevant information about the
way SSEs initiate. In all experiments, we found that SSEs are always preceded by
preslip acceleration phase and that preslip drives smaller scale seismicity (i.e. AEs).
As proposed by McLaskey and Lockner (2014), preslip may sufficiently weaken fault
strength to facilitate a small instability to grow large and eventually propagate over
the entire fault. In such a scenario, precursory AE activity in the last milliseconds
prior to failure should co-localize with locations where SSEs initiated. This would
result in clear migration patterns (Figure 13), which is not what we observe. In our
experiments, we found that SSEs do not necessarily nucleate where precursory AE
activity concentrates but rather at the edges of the areas where most of the precursory
AE moment was released. This is well illustrated for the last SSEs at Pc = 30 MPa
and Pc = 45 MPa (Figure 8). Moreover, we would expect that large precursory
AEs promote cascade process. While the largest AEs were generated at Pc = 30
MPa, there is no indication of migration over time for this experiment. Therefore,
our observations better suggest that, in most cases, SSEs begin as slowly growing fault
slip that transitions to dynamic rupture rather than resulting from a small AE that
would propagate over the entire fault in a cascade-up process.

We attempt here to give a qualitative explanation for migration patterns pro-
moted by increasing stress conditions. We may assume that if the nucleation length
Lc is smaller, there is more chance that precursory AEs occur at shorter distances to
where SSEs initiate, which would, consequently, favor migration. According to slip
weakening linear (Ida, 1972; Campillo & Ionescu, 1997; Uenishi & Rice, 2003) or rate-
and-state friction (R&S) laws (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Ampuero & Rubin, 2008) we
expect the critical nucleation length Lc to decrease with increasing the normal stress
acting onto the fault such as:

Lc = 2.β.
µDc

σn(fs − fd)
(10)

for the linear slip weakening law where µ is the shear modulus of the rock sample,
Dc is the critical slip distance, σn is the normal stress acting onto the fault, fs and
fd are the static and the dynamic friction coefficients respectively and β is a non-
dimensional shape factor coefficient (≈ 1.158). For R&S friction laws:

Lc =
µDc

σn(b− a)
(11)

where b and a are the constitutive parameters of R&S friction laws. According
to (10) and (11), Lc will decrease with increasing the normal stress acting onto the
fault and the friction drop. However, Dc is expected to increase with increasing the
normal stress acting onto the fault. For instance, assuming a purely slip weakening
behavior, Dc is expressed as (Ida, 1972; Palmer & Rice, 1973; Rice, 1979):

Dc =
16(1− ν)

16π

Vrtwσn(fs − fd)
µ

(12)

where Vr is the local rupture velocity, tw is the weakening time and ν is the
poisson’s ratio of the rock specimen. Dc is also expected to increase with normal
stress and friction drop. Moreover, while weakening time tw does not vary much with
stress conditions (Passelègue et al., 2016), we expect that rupture velocity will, on
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average, increase with normal stress. Therefore, we do not necessarily expect that Lc
decreases with increasing σn.

One possible explanation may lie into stress heterogeneity. Let us assume that
the nucleation zone expands in a crack-like fashion. Inside the crack, the shear-stress
drop ∆τ can be approximated as the shear modulus µ of the medium times the ratio
between the slip velocity Vs and the shear-wave velocity Cs such as:

∆τ = −µ Vs
Cs

(13)

In the case of an expanding crack, the slip velocity is maximum at the tips and
nearly uniform inside the crack. As the nucleation zone expands, unlocked portions of
the fault in the interior of the nucleation zone releases stress. Due to stress perturba-
tions close to the tips of the nucleation zone, the stress-drop ∆τ is positive near the
tips and decreases and becomes negative in direction of the center of the nucleation
zone. However, this is only valid for areas in the interior of the nucleation zone that
are able to slip. Locked portions of the fault inside the nucleation zone continuously
accumulate stress, even after nucleation started. In that case, the stress-drop ∆τ is
positive near the tips and decreases but remains positive in direction of the center of
the nucleation zone.

Let us propose the following mechanism to explain the correlation between in-
creasing stress conditions and precursory AEs migration: AEs may occur if the applied
stress to a locally brittle patch exceeds its strength. Precursory AEs at relatively large
distances from the center of the nucleation zone are triggered first due to stress pertur-
bations at the tips of the nucleation zone, which are sufficient to overcome the critical
strength of the locked portions of the fault interface. As the nucleation zone expands,
stress build-up in the interior of the nucleation zone. Because of the negative gradient
of the stress profile that goes from the edges of the nucleation zone to its center, the
precursory AEs will tend to migrate towards the center of the nucleation zone. This
mechanism is schematically presented in figure 14d. As an illustration, the figures
14a, b and c display a summary of the precursory AEs sequence prior to SSE #6 at
Pc = 60MPa. The cumulative AE moment release and along fault displacement in
the last 10 seconds prior to failure are shown in figure 14a. Figure 14b displays the
distance to nucleation of the precursory AEs as a function of time to failure and the
figure 14c shows the locations on the fault plane of the precursory AEs. The colorscale
refers to the occurrence time of the precursory AEs relative to failure and the star
symbol indicates where the SSE initiated. This precursory AEs sequence is character-
ized by three bursts of microseismicity which occurred about -2.2, -0.5 and -0.1 s prior
to failure (Figure 14a). The AE moment release rapidly increased in the same way
that the displacement onto the fault which is consistent with the interpretations made
so far (i.e., AEs highlight the rupture of brittle fault patches within the interior of the
nucleation zone). In that case, AEs migration is clearly identifiable. Initially, precur-
sory AEs locate at about 20-25 mm from where the SSE initiated and then rapidly
migrate towards the latter (Figure 14b). To be fully consistent with the interpretation
proposed above, the edges of the nucleation zone were close to the locations of the first
burst of microseismicity that occurred about -2.2 s prior to failure (Figure 14c). In
the case of a self-similar crack, we expect that the displacement in the interior of the
nucleation zone grows as the nucleation zone expands. According to the displacement
along the fault, we can assume that the nucleation zone has then rapidly expanded
after -2.2 s prior to failure. This resulted into the fast loading of the locked portions of
the fault which triggered the subsequent bursts of microseismicity. AEs migration was
then controlled by the shear-stress gradient in the interior of the nucleation zone. In
such a scenario, fault strength homogeneity will favor migration, while fault strength
heterogeneity will make precursory AE activity to randomly occur relative to the cen-
ter of the nucleation zone. Assuming that fault strength heterogeneity is, at first order,
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provided by multiscale roughness of the fault plane, this may explain why migration
is not observed at the lowest confining pressure Pc = 30 MPa but only emerges when
increasing normal stress. It should also be noted that AEs may also be able to trigger
each other due to dynamic or static stress transfer. In that case, we would expect them
to draw a well defined path, both in time and space, which is not what we observe.
Therefore, this may happen but is likely of second order.

Foreshock migration prior to large earthquakes is often attributed to slow-slip
propagation towards the mainshock hypocenter (Kato et al., 2012; Ruiz et al., 2014;
Kato & Nakagawa, 2014). It has also been suggested that fluids diffusion may trigger
foreshock swarms by reducing effective normal stress (Moreno et al., 2015; Socquet et
al., 2017). The experiments were conducted under dry conditions which makes the
latter case unlikely. Slow slip transients usually involve slip rates that range from
10 to 100 µm/s. This is more that what we observe during our experiments, fault
slip rates are typically of the order of few µm/s in the last tenth of a second prior
to failure. The question whether slow slip transients prior to large earthquakes are
part of the nucleation process or not is still debated. The 2014 Mw 8.2 Iquique and
the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-oki earthquakes were both preceded by slow slip events,
however the latter did not propagate with slip (and foreshock rate) acceleration which
is kinematically expected in case of nucleation process. Therefore, slow-slip transients
were not interpreted as part of the nucleation process. This contrasts with the case
of the 1999 Mw 7.6 Izmith earthquake prior to which an increase in seismicity rate
(includig repeaters) and seismicity migration towards the mainshock hypocenter were
reported (Bouchon et al., 2011). We have attempted to give a qualitative interpretation
of AEs migration during our experiments. This may also be a plausible explanation
for foreshock migration prior to natural earthquakes. In such a case, there is no need
to involve fluids diffusion or slow-slip propagation.

4.4 Temporal distribution of foreshocks

Here we look at the temporal evolution of the cumulative number of precursory
AEs prior to failure. When averaged over numerous foreshock sequences, it is known
that the foreshock rate N(t) increases as an inverse power law of the time to the
mainshock (L. M. Jones & Molnar, 1979) such as:

N(t) =
K

(c+ ∆t)p
(14)

where K is the foreshock productivity, c and p are empirical constants and
∆t is the time that separates from the mainshock. A previous experimental study
(Passelègue et al., 2017) showed that AE activity was increasing exponentially to-
wards failure which has been interpreted as a consequence of preslip which is itself
exponential. In our experiments, we found that precursory AE activity better follows
an inverse power law of time of the form of (14). Figures 14a, b and c show the
cumulative number of AEs Na(t) in the last 35 seconds prior to failure at Pc = 30
MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively. The cumulative number of AEs
results from the stacking of all AE sequences and is averaged over all sequences. This
allows us to conserve the smooth shape of the cumulative total number of AEs and
to compare between the experiments the average number of precursory AEs during
individual sequence. Thus we can express Na(t) as:

Na(t) =
K

(c+ ∆t)p
(15)

where ∆t is the time to failure which is positive in that case. The red curves
display the best fits that we obtained over the parameters c and p. The parameters p
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and c were searched in the range [0.1-3] with a step of 0.01. We made the choice to
link K to c and p such as K = Nf .(c

p) where Nf is the average cumulative number
of AEs at the time of failure. This ensures that the average cumulative number of
AEs at the time of failure equals Nf . The logarithm of the residuals is given by the
inserted panels as a function of p and c. Residuals are normalized by the minimum
(i.e., the value 0 indicates minimum). The best fits were obtained for c = 2.39 ±0.3
s and p = 1.31 ± 0.08, c = 0.6 ±0.25 s and p = 0.79 ± 0.1 and c = 0.24 ±0.09 s and
p = 0.82 ± 0.05 at Pc = 30 MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively.
Uncertainties correspond to the 90 % confidence level. The average AEs rate is given
by the time derivative of (15) such as:

Ṅa(t) = −Kp(c+ ∆t)p−1

(c+ ∆t)2p
(16)

which gives:

Ṅa(t) = −K p

(c+ ∆t)p+1
(17)

As we could have expected, the power exponent p is higher for the average AE
rate. If we use the best values of p that we estimated, we obtained p = 2.31, p = 1.79
and p = 1.82 at Pc = 30 MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively. This
values are larger that the typical values found for tectonic seismicity which are less
or close to unity (Helmstetter & Sornette, 2003b). It should be noted that we have
linked K to c and p which may affect the results. Indeed, the three parameters K,
c and p are linked to each other. The most common way to estimate them if to use
the maximum likelihood method (Ogata, 1983). However, since we have linked K to c
and p in the same way for each experiment and that Nf do not differ much (Nf equals
17, 13 and 14 at Pc = 30 MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively) we
believe that the results obtained can be compared relative to each other. Most of the
time, the seismicity rate, whether it is for foreshocks or aftershocks, is only related to
the parameter p. The physical meaning of c received far less attention while both will
impact the seismicity rate. A decrease of c or an increase of p will result in a higher
seismicity rate. At the laboratory scale, it has been demonstrated that p correlates
with strain rate (Ojala et al., 2004) and with stress heterogeneity in the context of rate
and state friction law (Dieterich, 1994). This would be consistent with the high value
of p that we found at Pc = 30 MPa compared with the other two experiments since
the fault surface presented higher roughness for this experiment (i.e. higher stress
heterogeneity). The parameter c may control in a sense when microseismicity starts.
We can assume that precursory seismicity/AE activity may start at earlier time in
case of an heterogeneous medium. This will have a counter effect on seismicity rate
since brittle failures of locked areas of the fault will be more diffuse in time. In that
case the parameter c will increase and seismicity rate will decrease. This may explain
why we found an higher value of c at Pc = 30 MPa. However, this is only speculation
and would require further analysis and additional data to be validated.

According to (17) and using the best set of parameters obtained for c and p, we
find that the average AE rate is about 5 times larger at Pc = 60 MPa compared with
Pc = 30 MPa and about two times larger at Pc = 45 MPa compared with Pc = 30
MPa at the time of failure. This correlates well with the fault velocity. If we compare
with the average fault slip velocity in the last millisecond we find that the fault slip
rate is about four times larger at Pc = 60 MPa (about 4 µm/s) compared with
Pc = 30 MPa and about three times larger at Pc = 45 MPa compared with Pc = 30
MPa. Given the good correlation that we found between along fault velocity and AE
cumulative number (Figure 12), we suggest that AE rate is primarily controlled by
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fault slip rate. However, it should be noted that this is only valid on average since
precursory AE sequences exhibit variable behaviors with respect to each other.

5 Scaling laws and implication to natural faults

5.1 AE source parameters

Numerous studies show that the scaling relationship between moment magnitude
and corner frequency M0 ∝ f3c is verified whether for earthquakes at the scale of
crustal faults, induced seismicity or laboratory generated AEs, that is for a wide range
of moment magnitudes from -8 to 8. (Aki, 1967; Abercrombie, 1995; Hiramatsu et al.,
2002; Prieto et al., 2004; Yamada et al., 2007; Kwiatek et al., 2011; Yoshimitsu et al.,
2014). Demonstrating that laboratory generated AEs satisfy the scaling relationship
between moment magnitude and corner frequency is crucial since it allows valuable
inferences to be drawn about whether or not knowledge obtained in the laboratory can
be extrapolated to the natural field. Figures 16a, b and c display the corner frequencies
fc versus the seismic moments M0 and moment magnitudes Mw obtained by inversion
for the recorded AEs at Pc = 30 MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively.
Errorbars for the estimated corner frequencies and moment magnitudes are indicated
in light gray. We recall that we could not estimate fc for the AEs with moment
magnitudes less than Mw −8.6 due to too low signal to noise ratio neither for the AEs
with Mw > −7 due to the saturation of the acoustic sensors. Figure 16d shows the
comparison between the AEs source parameters and a corpus of other studies which
gathers natural earthquakes and laboratory generated AEs having moment magnitudes
of -4 to 4. Figure 16d was re-adapted from the study of Yoshimitsu et al. (2014) but
note that data from the study of Yoshimitsu et al. (2014) do not appear on figure 16d
since they overlap with ours.

According to the expected scaling relationship between M0 and fc we find no dif-
ferences between the AEs recorded during our experiments and natural earthquakes.
AEs have corner frequencies that mostly range from 300 kHz (source size ≈ 4 mm) to
1.5 MHz (source size ≈ 0.5 mm).The average stress-drops we obtained are 1 MPa,
0.88 MPa and 0.68 MPa at respectively Pc = 30 MPa, Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60
MPa. Quite surprisingly, we find that larger AEs have larger stress-drops. This might
be directly related to insufficiently well calibrated acoustic sensors. Using ball drop
momentum tranfer for acoustic sensors calibration, McLaskey et al. (2015) showed that
the peaks of resonance that characterize the instrumental response of an acoustic sen-
sor were diminished under confinement. Because the acoustic sensors were calibrated
under atmospheric pressure, it is possible that particular frequency bands were over
damped. Thus, corner frequencies, near these frequency bands would be underesti-
mated. Another possibility is that the length of the time window that we used (50
µs centered on the theoretical first S-wave arrival) to compute the spectra was too
long to sufficiently reduce the energy coming from surface waves. Surface waves carry
high-frequency energy which, thus, will be contained into the spectra. As we expect
surface waves to be less attenuated for larger AEs this would be consistent with over-
estimated corner frequencies for the largest AEs. However, this feature might also be
physically meaningfull. Large AEs tend to occur closer to stick-slip instability when
stressing rate is higher due to accelerating aseismic slip which will thus result in larger
stress-drops in case of larger AEs.

According to the seismological parameters estimated for the AEs, we infer that
the latter can be considered as micro-earthquakes. In a sense, AEs might be more
similar to natural earthquakes than SSEs are since they highlight self-terminating
ruptures that are contained in an elastic material with similar mechanical properties.
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5.2 Pre-seismic moment and coupling

We inferred that SSEs initiated as the expansion of an aseismically slipping fault
patch that was driving precurosry AE activity. Figure 17a compares the total AE
moment release per SSE Ma with the pre-seismic moment release Mp. Note that we
report here only the precursory AE sequences that do not include saturated AEs which
equates to 67 SSEs out of 97. Figure 17b shows pre-seismic moment release as a func-
tion of co-seismic moment release. Our data (diamond symbols) are plotted together
with the observations made by two previous experimental studies ((Passelègue et al.,
2017; Acosta et al., 2019), grey symbols). The inserted figure displays the comparison
between our observations and what was found for a set of large earthquakes. These
earthquakes are the 1999 Mw 7.6 Izmit earthquake (Bouchon et al., 2011), the 2011
Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Kato et al., 2012), the 2012 Mw 7.6 Nicoya earth-
quake (Voss et al., 2018), the 2014 Mw 8.2 Iquique earthquake (Socquet et al., 2017)
and the 2015 Mw 8.4 Illapel earthquake (Huang & Meng, 2018). Pre-seismic moment
release and co-seismic moment release were estimated according to Mp,c = µDp,cS
with µ being the metagabbro shear modulus (µ = 40GPa), S the surface of the fault
and Dp and Ds the pre-seismic slip and the co-seismic slip respectively. Dp is to the
total macroscopic fault slip from the beginning to the end of loading and thus includes
preslip related with nucleation and potential creep. In addition, the size of the nucle-
ation zone might be smaller than the total surface of the fault which implies that Mp

constitutes an upper bound.
The total AE moment release prior to nucleation represents only a very small

percentage of the pre-seismic slip (Figure 17a). The ratio between both, that we refer
as to ”seismic coupling” hereafter, ranges from about 5.10−7 (5.10−5%) to 4.10−4

(0.04 %). Such a low seismic coupling may explain why, in our experiments, SSEs
are unlikely to result from a cascade process. Indeed, we can assume that cascading
failure processes require the rupture of patches large enough to propagate over the
entire fault. However and without a doubt, the precursory AE sequences that include
saturated AEs imply higher seismic coupling. The largest number of oversaturated
(Mw > 6.8) AEs was generated prior to SSE #53 at Pc = 30 MPa. Let us assume a
drastic scenario in which all of them would have been Mw ≈ 6.0 AEs. Even in that
hypothetical case, we estimate that the seismic coupling would be still low, of the order
of 0.2%.

Plotting the total AE moment release Ma as a function of the pre-seismic mo-
ment Mp indicates that Ma goes as M4

p . In the case of an isotropic expansion of a
circular crack with length L the moment release inside the crack would scale as ∆τL3

(Madariaga, 1976). For a self-similar crack, the amount slip D inside the crack scales
with its length L. Therefore, by making the approximation that the nucleation zone
expands in the same way that a self-similar circular crack, we could have expected
that Ma goes as M3

p . The fact that Ma scales as M4
p can be explained if AEs have

stress-drops that are magnitude dependent, that is higher stress-drops for larger mag-
nitudes, which would be consistent with the AEs source parameters that we obtained
(Figure 16). Note that extending this scaling relationship to larger pre-seismic mo-
ments would rapidly lead to 100 % of coupling. Taking the experiment conducted at
Pc = 45 MPa, as an example, Ma would equal Mp for Mp ≈ 104.5 N.m. Mp ≈ 104.5

N.m equates an amount of pre-slip of about 300 µm. If we consider a ratio of Mp/Mc

of about 5% this implies a co-seismic slip displacement of about 6 mm. Assuming
a linear scaling between the co-seismic displacement and the rupture length, 6 mm
of coseismic slip is expected for an earthquake of magnitude Mw about 2.5-3. A re-
cent study (Tamaribuchi et al., 2018) investigateg foreshock activity characteristics
using the JMA catalog over the last 20 years. Despite the fact that the magnitude of
the largest foreshock within a sequence scales with the magnitude of the mainshock,
it has been observed that many mainshocks are not preceded by foreshock activity,
at least not by foreshocks of Mw > 1.0 (the completeness magnitude of the cata-
log). Moreover, there are numerous foreshock sequences associated with mainshocks
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of magnitude Mw ≥ 2.5 for which the magnitude of the largest foreshock is at least 2
orders of moment magnitude less than that of the mainshock. If 100 % of coupling was
consistently expected during nucleation, we would expect to observe very often intense
foreshock activity. One possibility is that the power law 4 that we find between Ma

and Mp is related to the experimental conditions such as rapid loading which likely
prevents healing, the smoothness of the fault which may promote pre-slip or its simple
geometry which could favor smooth acceleration of the fault plane during nucleation.

In a recent study, Acosta et al. (Acosta et al., 2019) argued that the pre-seismic
moment release Mp should scale with the co-seismic moment release Mc. This scal-
ing relationship is expected if fracture energy increases as a power law of co-seismic
displacement (Abercrombie & Rice, 2005; Ohnaka, 2013; Passelègue et al., 2016) such
as:

G = auαcos (18)

where a is a scaling pre-factor and α is a given power and ucos is the co-seismic
displacement. The following empirical scaling relation between Mp and Mc was pro-
posed (indicated by the slope=0.56, figure 17b):

Mp ∝M0.56
c (19)

On average, Mp contribute to about 4 %, 6 % and 2 % of Mc at Pc = 30 MPa,
Pc = 45 MPa and Pc = 60 MPa respectively. This is slightly less that what was
found by Passelègue et al. (2016) and Acosta et al. (2019) but is typically of the same
order of magnitude. If we only look at the experimental data (Figure 17b), it is hard
to distinguish if Mp scales ad M0.56

c . Experimental observations may also simply in-
dicates a linear relation between Mp and Mc as given by the slope of 1. Although the
nucleation phase can not be appropriately examined through geodetic measurements
for most earthquakes (either because of a lack of instrumentation or because of low
earthquake magnitudes), well instrumented large interplate earthquakes form excep-
tions. Excepted for the 1999 Mw 7.6 Izmith earthquakes, the examples that we show
in figure 17b have Mp/Mc that ranges from about 0.4 % to 3 %. All those earthquakes
have in common that their precursory moment was estimated using geodetic and/or
repeater measurements. The precursory moment associated with the Mw 7.6 Izmith
earthquake was inferred (Bouchon et al., 2011) only from repeaters and was about 6
orders of magnitude lower than the co-seismic moment. It is likely that the occur-
rence of repeaters in a short amount of time requires a fast reloading of stress. This is
typically what is expected during nucleation since slip is accelerating up to dynamic
rupture. However, our observations suggest that coupling may be extremely low dur-
ing nucleation. Therefore, only relying on the seismic moment released by repeaters
may result in a lower bound estimation of Mp if a significant part of the precursory slip
is accommodated aseismically. Comparing our results with what is typically observed
for large interplate earthquakes, it suggests a simple linear relation between Mp and
Mc (Figure 17b). This would imply that fracture energy is proportional to co-sesimic
displacement. Note that different forms of (19) waere proposed. For instance, within
the framework of slip-weakening theory and on the basis of seismological observations,
Abercrombie and Rice (2005) proposed that Mp ∝M0.78

c .
Comparing the total AE moment release Ma with the co-seismic moment release

Mp, there is up to 8 orders of magnitude difference between Ma and Mc which corre-
sponds to just under 5 orders of magnitude difference in terms of moment magnitude
Mw. This is intriguing since one the commonest argument to claim that earthquakes
do begin as small instabilities that cascade-up grow into larger ruptures ((Beroza &
Ellsworth, 1996)) is the lack of detectable seismic activity prior to mainshock. Nucle-
ation process could be so silent that most of the time, the nucleation phase would be
difficult to detect.
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6 Summary

In this study, we continuously recorded microseismicity generated during stick-
slip experiments and analyzed the dynamics of precursory AEs prior to stick-slip insta-
bilities. Using calibrated acoustic sensors we were able to analyze AE source parame-
ters. According to the scaling laws that describe the frequency-magnitude distribution
of earthquakes and that link the size of an earthquake to its magnitude, our results
suggest that millimetric AEs can be fairly considered as microearthquakes. We found
clear evidences that the occurrence of AEs was driven by fault slip acceleration dur-
ing the nucleation phase of the upcoming stick-slip instability. Precursory AEs share
significant similarities with foreshocks at the scale of crustal faults: (i) AE rate in-
creases as an inverse power law of time to failure and (ii) AEs migration, promoted
by increasing stress conditions. Having been able to measure the seismic component
and the aseismic component of the nucleation phase, we suggested that nucleation is
an almost fully aseismic process. This might therefore explain why most of the time,
foreshocks are not detected preceding mainshock. Finally, we argued, based on fault
surface analysis, that fault strength heterogeneity controls fault coupling. Higher the
roughness, stronger the coupling. As a consequence, topographical modifications of the
fault during rapid slip episodes such as mechanical abrasion, plastic deformation pro-
cesses or partial/ complete melting of the fault may reduce or increase fault strength
heterogeneity.
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Figure 1. Top. Photograph of the experimental set-up used for acoustic sensors calibration.

a. High frequency generator (HFG) . b. Amplifier. c. Laser vibrometer acquisition system. d.

Laser beam. e. Rock sample with the acoustic sensor and the source glued on. f. Digital oscil-

loscope. Bottom. Schematic view of the calibration procedure. The source is positioned at the

center of the fault and subject to an input voltage. Surface vibrations of the opposing side are

recorded by the acoustic sensor first and then by LDV.
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Figure 2. Example of voltage and velocity measurements for the two types of sources and

the estimated spectra. The time window used to estimate the spectra is indicated by the black

double arrow. This time window is 50 µs long and is centered to the first P-wave arrival.
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Figure 6. Distribution of the number of AEs (left) and the total AE moment release (right)

per stick-slip cycle during the experiments. For particular SSEs, the total AE moment release is

a lower bound due to the saturation of the acoustic sensors for Mw > −7. Star symbols indicate

the AE sequences that contain at least more than 1 AE of Mw > −7
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Figure 7. Frequency-magnitude distribution of the generated AEs during the experiments.

Colored circles correspond to the cumulative G-R distribution of the AEs moment magnitudes.

Black arrows indicate the moment magnitude Mw that correspond to the beginning of the acous-

tic sensors saturation (Mw = −7). Black dashed lines show the b-values that we estimated

according to the Aki-Utsu maximum likelyhood method. Bar plots are showing the distribution

of the AEs moment magnitudes into 0.1 magnitude interval bins.
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Figure 8. Fault surfaces conditions, AE and stick-slip nucleation locations. Circle size refers

to the AE moment magnitude and was set according to the estimated source size. The colorscale

refers to the SSE index. Only the AEs whose location errors are less than 2-3 mm are reported

here.
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Figure 9. Microtexture of the fault surfaces after stick-slip experiments under Scanning

Electron Microscopy at : a.,b. Pc = 30 MPa, c.,d. Pc = 45 MPa and e.,f. Pc = 60 MPa.

The direction of sliding is indicated by the white arrow. a. Small scale view of gouge parti-

cles with various sizes ranging from few µm to 100 nm. b. Large scale view of a. showing an

highly damaged surface covered with patches of gouge particles heterogeneously distributed. We

sense a small scale asperity at the center slightly deformed into the direction of sliding. c. Small

scale view of amorphous fine gouge particles layer. d. Large scale view of c. showing clusters of

smashed gouge particles with sizes up to 10 µs. The fault surface presents striations along the

sliding direction which suggest plastic deformation during stick-slip events. e. Small scale view of

the fault surface showing evidence of partial melting during sliding. A fraction of the small gouge

particles is trapped into the melt. f. Large scale view of e. showing stretched and elongated

surfaces formed due to partial melting and covered with (more) homogeneously distributed gouge

particles.
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Figure 10. Microtopography of fault surfaces at: a. Pc = 30MPa, b. Pc = 45MPa

and c. Pc = 60MPa. The microtopography was measured using a laser profilometer presenting

a resolution of 0.05 µm. The colorscale indicate the microtopography and is given in µm. Sam-

pled surfaces are 15 mm wide and 30 mm long and correspond to the black rectangles shown

on the right. Power spectrum of the fault surfaces microtopography as a function of

the wavenumber k and extracted from the stacking of the 1-D profiles along the perpendicular,

d. and the parallel directions, e., of the direction of sliding. Black dashed lines represent the

power-law expected for a self-affine surface characterized by a Hurst exponent H of 0.4
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Figure 11. Cumulative AE moment release and b-value evolution prior to failure at : a.

Pc = 30 MPa, b. Pc = 45 MPa and c. Pc = 60 MPa. The cumulative AE moment release is

relative to the normalized time to failure and results from the stacking of all the precursory AE

sequences. Square and diamond symbols show the AEs b-values and their uncertainties that were

estimated at various time intervals relative to the onset of stick-slip instability. Square symbols

correspond to the b-values that were estimated after removing the saturated AEs (Mw > 7) and

the diamond symbols show the b-values that were estimated using the full AEs catalogs.
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Figure 12. Comparison between the normalized along fault displacement, along

fault velocity, cumulative number of AEs and cumulative AE moment release as a

function of the normalized time to failure at: a., Pc = 30 MPa, b., Pc = 45 MPa and

c., Pc = 60 MPa. All curves result from the stacking of all the SSEs. The grey shaded area

around the AE moment release corresponds to the cumulative error of the magnitude estimates.

Evolution of of the normalized cumulative number of AEs as a function of the nor-

malized time to failure at: d., Pc = 30 MPa, e., Pc = 45 MPa and f., Pc = 60 MPa. The

colorscale indicates the SSE index and the black curves result from the stacking of all precursory

AE sequences.
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Figure 13. Distance to nucleation of the precursory AEs as a function of the normalized time

to failure at : a. Pc = 30 MPa, b. Pc = 45 MPa, c. Pc = 45 MPa. The cyan triangles indicate

the average distance to nucleation and its standard deviation computed into 10 log-distributed

time intervals. On the left is shown the pdf of the precursory AEs as a function of their distance

to nucleation.
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Figure 14. a. Cumulative AE moment release and along fault displacement in the last 10

seconds prior to SSE #6 during the experiment conducted at Pc = 60 MPa. b. Distance to

nucleation of the precursory AEs prior to failure. c. Locations, sizes and timing of the precursory

AEs that occur prior to SSE #6 (Pc = 60 MPa). The colorscale refers to the timing of the AEs

relative to failure. Circle size indicates the moment magnitude and was set according to source

size. The star symbol indicates the nucleation location. d. Schematic view of the shear-stress

evolution on locked portions of the fault (i.e., in the interior of the nucleation zone) during nucle-

ation. The black dashed lines indicate the shear-stress profile. The red line idealizes the critical

strength of the locked fault patches in the case of an homogeneous medium. The star symbols

depict the schematic view of the migration in time and space of the precursory AEs towards

nucleation initiation. The stress perturbations at the tips of the nucleation zone trigger the pre-

cursory AE activity far from nucleation. As the nucleation zone expands, stresses build-up in the

interior of the nucleation. The shear-stress gradient leads to the migration of the precursory AEs

towards the center of the nucleation zone.
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Figure 15. Inverse power law of time of the average cumulative number of AEs towards fail-

ure at: a. Pc = 30 MPa, b. Pc = 45 MPa and c. Pc = 60 MPa. The red curves indicate

the best fits obtained on parameters c and p. The inserted figures display the logarithm of the

residuals normalized by the minimum (i.e., 0 indicates the minimum) as a function of c and p–38–
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Figure 16. Relationship between M0 and fc at: a. Pc = 30 MPa, b. Pc = 45 MPa and

c. Pc = 60 MPa. Dashed black lines represent stress drops of 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100 MPa from

Madariaga’s source model (Madariaga, 1976). d. The AEs source paramters for all the exper-

iments are plotted as gray circles. The other points represent a corpus of previous studies and

were taken from (Yoshimitsu et al., 2014).
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Figure 17. a. Relationship between the pre-seismic moment release and the total AE moment

release. Each diamond represents one SSE. Only the AE sequences that do not contain saturated

AEs are shown here. The black-dashed lines indicates a power-law exponents of 4. b. Rela-

tionship between the pre-seismic moment release and the co-seismic moment release. The grey

squares and circles correspond to the observations of two other experimental studies (Passelègue

et al., 2017; Acosta et al., 2019). The black dashed line which indicates a slope of 0.56 corre-

sponds to the scaling law between the pre-seismic moment release Mp and the co-seismic moment

release Mc proposed by Acosta et al. (2019). A linear relation between both is given by the black

dashed line whose slope = 1. The inserted figure displays the comparison between our observa-

tions and what was found for a set of large earthquakes (Mw ≥ 7.6).–40–
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